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Abstract. This paper describes an approach to build a Data Definition Ontology
(DDO) in the context of full domain ontology integration with datasets in order to
share and query clinical heterogeneous data repositories. We have adapted an
existing semantic web tool (D2RQ) to implement a process that automatically
generates the DDO from a database information model, thanks to reverse
engineering and schema mapping approaches. This study has been performed in
the context of the DebugIT European project (Detecting and Eliminating Bacteria
UsinG Information Technology) that aims to control and monitor the bacterial
growth via a semantic interoperability platform (IP). The evaluation of the process
is based, first, on the accuracy of the produced DDO for different samples of
database storage and second, by checking the congruency between the DDO and
the D2RQ database mapping file.
Keywords. D2RQ, Ontology, Database information model, Database integration
and mapping

Introduction
Nowadays, semantic interoperability is a broadly used paradigm to approach the
problem of sharing data from heterogeneous data sources. Many semantic
interoperability platforms have been developed in various projects to apply this
paradigm for data analysis by querying heterogeneous and distributed data sources
(e.g.DebugIT [1], EHR4CR [2]). In such systems, the semantics of data have to be
defined in order to achieve their integration and querying,using for instance ontologies.
In this case, a semantic correspondence is explicitly described between one or more
data sources and the shared domain ontologies available in the platform [3, 4]. The
integration of domain ontology with datasets is an uneasy task due to the “semantic
gap” existing between the data and the domain ontology [5]. Our proposition is to
formalize the knowledge about the data in an ontological formalism in order to simplify
the mapping between data and domain ontology (knowledge about the domain). In this
context, we introduce the notion of data definition ontology (DDO) to formalize
conceptually a data source. The key aspect of a DDO is to express the structure as well
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as the vocabulary of the underlying database schema in RDF [6]. The purpose of this
study is to automate the DDO generation using reverse engineering and schema
mapping approaches [7-9]. The present work has been performed in the context of the
EU FP7 DebugIT project, which aims to monitor bacterial resistance evolution in a
European-wide context. The DebugIT framework aggregates clinical data stored in
different hospitals through a semantic interoperability platform dedicated to query
distributed semantic endpoints. Thereby, the data definition ontology has been used to
achieve full domain ontology integration with datasets and helps the data queries to be
setup [10].

1. The data integration process within the DebugIT Project
In order to integrate properly the clinical databases with other European peers, some
steps have to be taken to normalize the data and ensure their quality. These clinical
databases are published on the Web as SPARQL endpoints [11] following these steps:
• Getting data. Even though large amounts of data that can be shared might
exist, they are not always readily available to be used in the project.
• Normalizing data. The data should be normalized against commonly used
medical terminologies (e.g. ATC[12] for drugs, NEWT[13] for bacteria).
• Generating the database mapping file. The database content is mapped to
RDF by a declarative mapping, which specifies how resources are identified
and how property values are generated from database content.Each database
component is identified by an URI (Uniform Resource Identifier). These
connections are defined in a “mapping file” (D2RQ mapping file).Setting up
a SPARQL endpoint. SPARQL endpointshave been built in the DebugIT
project for each clinical database, using the semantic web tool D2R Server and
the D2RQ mapping file. This tool is usedfor publishing relational databases on
the Web as RDF triples, enabling full SPARQL query capabilities [14].
• Generating the Data Definition Ontology (DDO).The last step of the data
integration process corresponds to the workdescribed in this paper. We define
a process to automatically extractthe corresponding conceptual view (the
DDO) from a relational database schema. In the project the DebugIT Core
Ontology (DCO) is used throughout an interoperability platform to translate
the datasets into common and shared knowledge. To be able to achieve full
domain ontology integration (DCO) with datasets, the DDO isdesigned to
bridge the semantic gap between the “real world data” and formal ontologies,
and to help the data queries to be setup (manually or automatically). As a
result, some rules have been defined in the project to align the DDO’s to the
DCO. These rules consist in aligning fields from databases to domain concepts
(concept matching rules) and mapping the vocabulary of the database
(instances) to domain concepts (vocabulary matching rules).
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2. The Data Definition Ontology (DDO) implementation process
The overarching goal of the study is to define the rules that will be used for mapping
the database schema to the ontology. In the early stages of the DebugIT project, the
DDO wasbuilt manually. It was definedby the following characteristics:
• The DDO describes the elements of a database schema using the RDF/S –
OWL syntax and respecting the N3 language. TheSPARQL query language is
used to query the database using the DDO concepts.
• A table within the data model is represented as a concept that is identified with
a distinct URI.The same is done for each column within the database model,
which is not a structural element (e.g. a foreign key).
• Relationships between the tables within the data model are getting represented
as object properties.
As specified in the ISO/IEC 11179 Metadata Registry standard [15], each DDO
data element is uniquely identified (e.g.by a specific URI), named (e.g. using the Upper
camel case) and defined (e.g. using the SKOS notation), and classified in a
classification scheme (e.g.ontology). Predefined mapping rules are available to build an
ontology from a relational database schema, as described in some existing approaches
like reverse engineering, schema mapping and data mining [8,9,16]. Such rules have
been reused and adapted to define new ones and propose a generic method to
automatically create a DDO from a database schema [17]. We have implemented these
rules within the D2RQ semantic web tool, which uses the D2RQ mapping language for
mapping databases schemas to RDF vocabularies and OWL ontologies [18]. The
mapping process starts by detecting particular cases for tables in the database schema
to map each database component (e.g. table, column, constraint) to the corresponding
ontology component (e.g. class, property, relation).During the DDO generation process,
we are able to assess the completeness of the database, calculating the fill rate of each
database component. This is an important information that can be later used to identify
important properties or in a quality process. In the project, the process was applied for
MySQL and Oracle databases, but can also be used with other databases as long as they
have been previously supported by the D2RQ platform (e.g. PostgreSQL, SQL,
Interbase etc.)
In MySQL database case, we have defined two rules to identify foreign keys when
they are not clearly specified.First, we check if the index column name is similar to a
table name. Second, we consider that a primary key used in another table is a foreign
key. However, in cases where an important difference exists between a column name
and the potential table name in which this column is considered as primary key, the
“string” comparison cannot work. For instance, table“eoc” with columns “id, date,
patient” and table “exam” with columns “id, date, service, episode_of_care_id”,
applying the previous rules could not identify “episode_of_care_id” as foreign key in
“exam” table. Another way to detect a foreign key is to see whether there is a table
name that is a subset of the index column name (e.g. index column "fk_bacteria" will
be detected as a foreign key to table "bacteria"). Again, in cases where the column's
name does not reflect the table name, this foreign key will not be detected.In ORACLE
database case, we faced some issues due to the generation by ORACLE of a lot of
unused tables. To overcome this issue, we have defined a variable allowing the user to
exclude or include tables.
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3. Results
Initially in the DebugIT project, the DDO was manually built. In the present study, the
DDO automatic generation process was applied for two types of database storage
corresponding to clinical databases from the project partners. For each database schema,
the resulting ontology was then getting compared to the previous one, which was
created manually.As an example, the table Culture_Results(id, culture_id,
Identified_bacteria, Antibiotic_Tested, Result, CMI)is transformed in the following
ontological corresponding component:
ddo:CultureResults a rdfs:Class;
rdfs:isDefinedBy <http://ddoURI>;
rdfs:label “””table_label_EN”””@en;
skos:definition “””concept definition English”””@en;
rdfs:subClassOf
[ a owl:Restriction; owl:onProperty ddo:hasId; owl:someValuesFrom xsd:int; ddo:completeness
[quex:percentage 100.0]],
[ a owl:Restriction; owl:onProperty ddo:CultureID; owl:someValuesFrom ddo:Culture],
[ a owl:Restriction; owl:onProperty ddo:hasIdentifiedBacteria; owl:someValuesFrom ddo:Bacteria],
[ a owl:Restriction; owl:onProperty ddo:hasAntibioticTested; owl:someValuesFrom ddo:Drug],
[ a owl:Restriction; owl:onProperty ddo:hasResult; owl:someValuesFrom ddo:Sensitive],
[ a owl:Restriction; owl:onProperty ddo:CMI; owl:someValuesFrom xsd:float].

After building the DDO, each database table/column will be automatically mapped
to their corresponding DDO concepts in the D2RQ mapping file. In the DebugIT
project, SPARQLendpoints were being set up to make the data accessible remotely and
seamlessly via the web. In order to correctly use the DDO and the database mapping
file (D2RQ mapping file) in the querying process, the DebugIT team has developed a
set of “validation rules”. Practically, it enables to check the congruency between the
DDO and the D2RQ mapping file. The set of validation rules aims to identify errors
between the two files in these specific cases:
• The D2R mapping file maps “data” to DDO concepts (classes or properties)
that do not exist in the DDO. When the user queries the database, using DDO
concepts, these data could never been retrieved.
• The DDO describes concepts that are not mapped to data in the D2R mapping
file. The queries based on these concepts will never yield results.

4. Discussion
We are aware that the DDO building processcannot be entirely automated. Some types
of information cannot be foreseen before the DDO generation. For example, some data
in the database could refer to external terminologies or standard, which are not
specified as column “type”. Practically, the user will have to “manually” specify this
information. The initial manual creation of the DDO defines all columns that are not
structural elements (e.g. int, float, datetime, etc.) as "concept". Additionally, thenonstructural columns in the automation process are not systematically defined as
"concepts", but rather as“property”which value is a "concept". In the current version of
the process, all the tables / columns are automatically generated as concepts or
properties in the context of MySQL. In the case of ORACLE, we propose a first
approach allowing the user to select tables according to his needs. This approach is
actually an interesting perspective for the application to “semi-automate” the DDO
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generation. Consequently, the user is able to (1) select tables/columns, (2) specify
external terminologies or standards (3) specify foreign keys and (4) choose or modify
concepts and properties names. These perspectives could be implemented through a
graphical interface.
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